CHARLES TODD’S INSPECTOR IAN RUTLEDGE SERIES

Charles Todd is a pen name used by the American authors Caroline and Charles Todd. The authors are best known for a series of novels, set in post-World War I England, which deal with the cases of Inspector Ian Rutledge, a veteran of the European campaigns who is attempting to pick up the pieces of his Scotland Yard career. However, he must keep his greatest burden a secret: suffering from shell shock, he lives with the constant, cynical, taunting voice of Hamish MacLeod, a young Scots soldier he was forced to execute on the battlefield for refusing an order. The Todds are also the authors of a series about Bess Crawford, a nurse serving in France during World War I.

The volumes in the Inspector Ian Rutledge series are shelved under the author's last name in the Fiction Section on the second floor.

The complete Inspector Ian Rutledge series includes:

**A Test of Wills** (1996)
**Wings of Fire** (1998)
**Search the Dark** (1999)
**Legacy of the Dead** (2000)
**Watchers of Time** (2001)
**A Fearsome Doubt** (2002)
**A Cold Treachery** (2005)
**A Long Shadow** (2006)
**A False Mirror** (2007)
**A Pale Horse** (2008)
**A Matter of Justice** (2009)
**The Red Door** (2010)
**A Lonely Death** (2011)
**The Confession** (2012)
**Proof of Guilt** (2013)
**Hunting Shadows** (2014)
**Cold Comfort** (2013)
**A Fine Summer’s Day** (2015)
**No Shred of Evidence** (2016)

The volumes in this series may be available in all formats (hardbound or paperback print editions; large print editions; and, Compact Disk audiobooks) at this library or through the Minuteman Library network. Ask a Reference Librarian if you need help in locating a title.
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